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ABSTRACT 
 

UPCycle is a project which aims to teach children and teenagers to upcycle in hopes of                

sparking their interest in upcycling while simultaneously educating them on the           

importance of environmental protection. Our resource package consists of a website           

that hosts the following information: Why and How to protect the environment, Upcycled             

Products, Infographics, Videos (Tutorials and Animation), Online Lessons and Quizzes.          

All of our resources are 100% accessible on our website.  

 

 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Rationale 

 

Climate Change is a pertinent issue and the effects of it are worsening with the passing                

of time. For example, according to the European Union's Copernicus Climate Change            

Service, in the Arctic, which has been warming at more than twice the global rate in                

recent decades, the expanse of sea ice shrank to its lowest level recorded for any July                

since 1979 due to climate change. This will not only cause accelerated heating but also               

result in higher sea levels which threatens people living in the coastal areas. To slow               

down the effects of climate change, we want to educate others to be eco friendly from                

an individual standpoint. For this to be done, people would have to actively practice the               

3Rs. Furthermore, we feel that upcycling is more effective compared to just reusing as              

people will be more captivated by the hands-on approach of upcycling. Besides,            

upcycling provides a platform for individuals to put their creativity to use. We feel that               

upcycling brings much more to the table as it combines both reuse and recycle,              

therefore we decided to embark on this project 
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1.2 Objectives 

 

The objectives of UPCycle are to provide our target audience with information on how to               

upcycle through first hand experience and educate them on the importance of            

environmental protection through the 3Rs. 

 

1.3 Target Audience 

 

Our target audience are youths of 7-18 years old. The reason for choosing this target               

audience was so as to cultivate the habit of environmental protection in people from a               

young age. 

 

1.4 Resources 

 

This list of resources that we made comprises a website, infographics, upcycled            

products, videos, lesson presentation and quizzes. 

 

Website: 

UPCycle Wix Site 
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https://171392m.wixsite.com/mysite
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Archive of infographics: 

 UPCycle Infographics 
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https://171392m.wixsite.com/mysite/infographics


 

 

 

 

 

Archive of Upcycled Products: 

UPCycle DIY Products 
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https://171392m.wixsite.com/mysite/diy-upycling-products


 

 

 

Archive of Videos: 

 UPCycle Animation and Tutorial Videos 

 

 

2 REVIEW 
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https://171392m.wixsite.com/mysite/videos


 
● A Study on student Recycling Practices and Awareness of Green Products by            

ResearchGate shows that there are still a handful of people who are ignorant of              

the importance of recycling or who simply do not recycle. Hence, there is the              

need to educate people to protect the environment. Therefore lessons in our            

project package and video have allowed us to educate students and teach them             

the importance of environmental protection. 

 

● A research done by Penn State and Boston College found out that if there were               

more hands-on instructions on how to practice the 3Rs, people would be more             

likely to have environmentally friendly habits, hence we hope that our tutorial            

videos on upcycling various items would be able to spark people’s interest in             

upcycling. 

 

 

 

 

3 METHODOLOGY 
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3.1 Needs Analysis 

 

To ascertain the relevance of our project, we conducted a survey with 30 respondents.              

From our results, we found that many students did not understand the concept of              

upcycling and did not practice basic environmental protection habits such as recycling ;             

thus there is a need for our resource package. 

 

3.2 Survey Results 

These were the key points that were reflected from our survey 

● 90% of respondents were unsure as to what upcycling was 

● 90% did not have the habit of recycling in their daily lives 

● 67% of respondents have a wrong understanding of upcycling 

● 96.7% think that global warming is indeed a pressing issue 

● 96.7% are interested in learning about upcycling and how they can impact the             

environment 

● The 4 most popular resources for our package were Upcycled Products (96.7%),            

Videos (86.7%), Infographics and Website (both 83.3%) 
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3.3 Development of resources 

 

The contents of our resource package was made possible using the following            

applications: 

● Our website was made using Wix.com with external images and information           

under the reference tab of our website. We created a website so that all of our                

resources can be accessed from a common online platform 
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● Our infographics were made with PIKTOCHART using free images and icons           

that can be found on the design engine. Our infographics are colourful and neatly              

condensed which is perfect for visual learners.  

● Our animation video was made using Powtoon with their free backgrounds and            

characters. The video is aesthetically pleasing and allows for information to be            

presented in a visual and auditory medium. 

● We also recorded and edited our original DIY videos by recycling and reusing old              

materials to create a few products. Our videos are sorted by levels of difficulty so               

that our target audience can choose which tutorial to follow based on their skill              

level. 

● For our Fun Quiz which is on our website and is accessible to everybody, it was                

done using Kahoot and Google Forms based on varying difficulties. The kahoot            

quiz is meant for primary school students while the google form is meant for              

secondary school students. 

 

3.4.1 Pilot Test 1 

 

Although COVID-19 made it difficult for us to conduct pilot tests, we still stuck to our                

original plan of having hands-on activities as we felt that it would be the star of our                 

project.  

 

Our online lessons consisted of 2 sessions for 2 different groups of KIDSLEAP             

students, who were all in primary school. We allocated 1 hour for hands-on activities              

and 30 minutes for educating them. We used PowerPoint to present our resources to              

children and guide them to learn and created a Kahoot quiz to test their knowledge. 
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The feedback received was very positive and they enjoyed it very much. However, the              

person in charge stated that we could improve on our live demonstrations and our              

videos. We were able to make changes to the video so that it was easier to understand                 

and we practiced to get used to doing live demonstrations before the second session              

started. Hence the second lesson was much smoother and we were able to complete              

the lesson on time. 

 

3.4.2 Pilot Test 2 

 

We sent our website link to primary and secondary school students and gathered             

feedback for our website interface through our survey 
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Some feedback given was that our infographics were too wordy. We responded and             

made amendments by reducing the amount of words as much as possible. One             

respondent found it difficult to follow along the video at certain points, but he was still                

able to complete the product. We have categorised our videos according to the difficulty              

of the product so that those who have trouble following the video can start from the                

lowest level of difficulty 
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4 OUTCOME AND DISCUSSION 

 

At first, we only created a single DIY product as we wanted to focus more on our other                  

resources. In the end, we decided to produce a wider range of DIY videos such as an                 

upcycled phone charging holder and outdoor pillow as such videos would be able to              

better cater to the preferences of people from different age groups. We felt that certain               

limitations of our project were in the aspect of publicity and outreach. According to our               

survey results, an Instagram page was not a preferred resource for learning. However,             

after going through the project, we felt that we were not able to expose environmental               

protection and upcycling to a large group of people and our pilot test results for our                

website was limited. As such if we were to improve our project we would create an                

Instagram page so that we can share tips and facts on our page as well as link our                  

website on our page so that more potential users will be able to access it. We would                 

also try to create more complex and practical DIY Products with tutorials so that we               

could engage a wider audience. 

 

 

 

5 CONCLUSION 

 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we were unable to conduct physical lessons with the              

primary school students which affected the effectiveness of the lesson, so we had to              

adapt and move it online. This has taught us the importance of hard work, resilience               

and teamwork, which were essential in order to overcome the many challenges            

COVID-19 has thrown at us. We also learnt how to plan our time effectively due to                

clashing schedules and conflicting commitments. Distributing the workload also helped          

in this aspect. 
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